what we ended up doing was making another I coffee cup and we decided to propose a toast so here's our cup filled with tea and steve has a cup filled with tea and again this is using the contact angle wedding phenomenon that rocket engineers used in fuel tanks a rocket to make a tea cup and what we're going to do is propose a Thanksgiving toast on orbit and the first oopsie can't help it take a little sip and now we're going to propose a toast to thanksgiving wishing everyone on earth and off earth a good thanksgiving and again due to this
contact angle wedding phenomenon we

could suck most of we can sit most of

the fluid out of these cup so it's

practically bry and we no longer have to

drink our beverages by sucking through a

straw in a in a pouch well done I'll say

amen to those toasts we are in agreement

with all of them that looks like a lot

of fun up there